
This incredibly artistic winter-themed collection was inspired by the “sugar plum lady” featured on the “Sparkle” paper.  Her 
beauty was intriguing…chilly, yet warm and inviting at the same time. Four of the six papers within this line feature a side 
design for amazing borders. The colors can be used year round and we always offer a versatile alternative on the backs of our 
themed papers… just in case you are lucky enough to live in a place where Old Man Winter cannot find you!

Shimmer #GLI003Glitter #GLI002Sparkle #GLI001

Twinkle #GLI006

Collection Kit #GLI009
12 papers, Components accent 
sheet, petite alpha stickers - 
over 425 pcs

Shine #GLI005Dazzle #GLI004

Glitter #GLI002Glitter #GLI002Glitter

Shine #GLI005

Components #GLI007
6x12 double sided pre-cut 
cardstock paper accents

Components #GLI007

6x6 Bundle #IRR007
24 sheets, double sided 
reduced designs with solids, 
bonus tag inside cover

6x6 Bundle #IRR007

“Glistening”
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“Precious”

Stroll #PRE003Perennial #PRE002Precious Girl #PRE001

Kaleidoscope #PRE006Precious Boy #PRE005

Elements #PRE008
12x8 cardstock stickers. 234 pcs, 
gender neutral

Patchwork #PRE004

Enhancements #PRE007

Perennial #PRE002

Precious Boy #PRE005Precious Boy #PRE005Precious Boy

Collection Kit #PRE010
Over 450 cps: 12 papers, 
Enhancements, Elements sticker

6x6 Bundle #PRE009
24 sheets, double sided
reduced designs, bonus 
enhancements

Elements #PRE008Enhancements #PRE007

A transitional baby collection spanning newborns to 
toddlers and useable for boy or girl!
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“Wishes”

Crave #WIS002Merriment #WIS001

Enhancements #WIS004

Details #WIS005
Cardstock stickers. Over
125 pieces

Hallmark #WIS003

Crave #WIS002

Enhancements #WIS004

Collection Kit #WIS007
Over 450 cps: 12 papers, 
Enhancements, Elements sticker

6x6 Bundle #WIS006
24 sheets, double sided
reduced designs, bonus 
enhancements

Details #WIS005

Birthdays and wishes go hand in hand. “Wishes” will be 
your go-to collection for any celebratory occasion.

6x6 Bundle #WIS006
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